Present: Mary Sundal, Norma Juma, Brian Ogawa, Alex Glashauser, Karen Diaz Anchante, Judy McConnell-Farmer, Matt Arterburn, and Baili Zhang

Minutes of April 19 were approved.

Zhang reported that international student enrollment (headcount) is up 10% over last fall. Juma reported a brief visit by Dr. Anca Gata of Romania. Glashauser reported the inception of the LLM program, which is primarily geared toward international students.

The following funding requests were recommended unanimously for funding:
- Brian Ogawa: $1500, Japan
- Gaspar Porta: $1350, Prague
- Cynthia Hornberger: $1092, Hungary
- Lee Boyd: $961, Vienna
- Deborah Altus: $1318, Scotland

The following items were endorsed unanimously:
- Increasing the study abroad fee for non-Washburn student participants to $200 (from $75).
- Agreement of Cooperation between Washburn University and Universidade de Santiago de Compostela (Spain).

Respectfully submitted,

Baili Zhang